PRESS RELEASE

July 18, 2018 – Mississauga, Canada

Axiomatic releases a 12V or 24Vdc Hot Shot Solenoid Protection Controller, Plug-In mounting style, the AX021000, for machine applications.

The AX021000 controller operates from -40 to 85°C (-40 to 185°F) and is IP67 rated. It accepts 12Vdc or 24Vdc power input to drive 1 hydraulic valve with a hot shot profile (1A for 24V model and 2A for 12V model). There is an Enable Input signal. It is a compact, plug-in style controller for a valve coil with a molded Deutsch IPD DT04-2P connector. The unit is designed for high reliability and uses no software or microprocessors for its operation.

Other Axiomatic valve control products include series of 2 Inputs/2 Outputs Valve Controllers in remote or DIN rail mount styles as well as industrial or high temperature operating ranges.

Contact: Amanda Wilkins, Marketing Manager, TEL: 1-905-602-9270x224 amanda.wilkins@axiomatic.com